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nation of "petticoat and camisole of
Cherult satin; the vandyke points of
the three-tiere- d skirt are trimmed
with Dresden ribbon. Threads of
featherbone and haircloth, light as
cobwebs are used to give the proper
distension.

MANKIND CURSED DOUBT ABILITY IN
DAILY WORK, SAYS SWIMMING CHAMP
BY FLORENCE DORFNER , for real
American Champion Girl Swimmer
(Copyright, Newspaper Enter-

prise Association)
Fear is the curse of all man-

kind. Being afraid of the successful
outcome of one's is responsi-
ble for the majority of failures in any
walk of life whether in
business, pqlitics or what not

The conquest of fear must be won
success in can be at-

tained.
I am confident that such is true

from observations in my own expe-

riences as a contestant in champion-
ship swimming matches for
and from watching the actions of
many people in kinds of en- -i

deavor.
I have seen really capable persons

take mediocre places merely because
they did not possess the necessary
courage to push themselves into the
front On the other hand, I
have seen persons of only mediocre
ability to encouraging
success, because they had learned
the very essential of banish-
ing fear of of concentrating
their complete mental powers on
their objective.

Whatever of success I have won
in swimming was made after I had.
left fear behind me, had plunged into
my work with all the effort I could
summon, content to let that effort

forth its best result either
or victory. Losing a contest,

you does not necessarily mean
you are unsuccessful. It's doing the
best one can and forgetting to

, the consequences that makes I
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Less elaborate, but practical ior
the ordinary frock, are the little

of commerce ithe kind you
will find in the shops. As you see in
the upper sketch they are made of
bobbinet and properly distended with
featherbone.
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The same rules that apply in ath-
letics may be followed with profit in
any other work. I say WORK, for
learning to become an efficient
swimmer, for example, is hard work,
just as much so as learning to run a
typewriter, to become a good sales-
man or to develop competence in any
line.

Right living, sensible habits, train-
ing for special events, hard practice,
the development of a multitude of
important details to increase one's
efficiency are, as every one knows,
rules which all successful athletes
follow. These rules are quite neces-
sary. They help one to keep in phys-
ical trim for contests; do much to
help one win.

But rules for physical development
do not complete the list of essentials
for success in athletics. One's men-
tal attitude as he enters a contest
with others is just as important as
his physical condition.

A healthy mind is quite as neces-
sary as a sound body. You cannot
have a healthy mind if you have not
swept out of your mental makeup
that feaV of consequences, of what
may happen, of what people may
think, of how you may look, and alt
the other varieties of fear that grow
into consuming plagues if you do not
fight them. The banishment of fear
is the one big rule that no one can
overlook and hope to win.

I know this is true in athletics, and
I hope to show in succeeding stories,
why I believe it should apply to any
other effort.

Since achievement in the world of


